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ABSTRACT G.fast is a gap-bridging broadband technology on the way to a fully optical access network.
G.fast is deployed in hybrid fiber-copper access networks and aiming to offer ubiquitous low-cost and high-
speed broadband. For network operators, it is crucial to determine the location from where to deploy G.fast,
the expected network coverage, and the expected bit rates. In this paper, we perform network modeling
and statistically assess the performance of G.fast based on actual network data in four geotype classes:
urban, suburban, dense rural, and sparse rural. For each class, we have collected the network data in the
field with a substantial number of twisted-pair lines in Austria. Statistical analysis of loop lengths indicates
that to improve the network coverage, the G.fast should be deployed in urban and suburban areas from the
so-called remote node, whereas in rural areas from the last distribution point. Under such a deployment rule,
the analysis by means of empirical complementary cumulative distribution functions shows a good network
coverage for all network classes. Furthermore, the simulation results indicate a significant influence of cable
types. Consequently, for the benefit of the cable community, we share measurements of 695 twisted-pairs of
cable types relevant for G.fast deployment commonly found in the Austrian network.

INDEX TERMS Subscriber loops, broadband communication, network modeling, performance analysis,
DSL, G.fast.

I. INTRODUCTION
The demand for higher-speed broadband access is continu-
ously increasing. Fiber-to-the-home (FTTH) technology sat-
isfies this demand, but it requires the installation of fiber-optic
cables all theway to customers and therefore has a large initial
investment costs. Digital subscriber loop (DSL) broadband
access technology is evolving from exclusively copper-based
solutions to hybrid fiber-copper architectures [1]. Using a
hybrid fiber-copper architecture enables offering a ubiquitous
low-cost and high-speed broadband access, where the fiber is
successively deployed deeper into the access network. With
fast access to subscriber terminals (G.fast) technology [2]
only the last part of the twisted-pair cable infrastructure is
being used. A study in [3] shows that the hybrid fiber-copper
architecture with G.fast achieves a cost reduction of up to
85% compared to the FTTH architecture. The significant
savings come from the fact that the star topology of the
DSL copper network allows splitting the cost of replacing
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the copper close to the central office (CO) between many
customers, while the cost of replacing the outermost part is
attributed to only one or few customers. Thus, G.fast enables
the investment costs towards a fully optical network to be
divided into two phases, and therefore it can be seen as a gap-
bridging technology.

Currently, a commonly deployed hybrid fiber-copper
architecture is the fiber-to-the street cabinet (FTTC), where
various very-high speed DSL transceivers 2 (VDSL2) tech-
nologies have been deployed to connect customers such as
VDSL2 [4], vectored VDSL2 [5], and VDSL2 profile 35b [4]
also known as Vplus. With the FTTC and VDSL2 technolo-
gies, the maximum achievable downstream bit rates are in the
range from 100Mbps to 400Mbps and the typical deploy-
ment loop lengths are, depending on the type of the deployed
VDSL2 technology, in the range from 400m to 1000m. DSL
network operators have started deploying G.fast technology
aiming at increasing bit rates. The G.fast is deployed with the
fiber-to-the distribution point (FTTdp) architecture and was
originally designed for operation over twisted-pair cables.
Later, the specification for operation over coaxial cable was
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added to G.fast recommendation. In this paper, without loss
of generality, we restrict our analysis to G.fast operation over
twisted-pair cables. The G.fast technology is targeting max-
imum aggregate bit rates (downstream + upstream) of up to
2Gbps and uses frequencies of up to 212MHz.G.fast systems
are designed and optimized for operation in loop lengths
of up to 250m, but depending on profile configuration and
cable attenuation it can be deployed in loop lengths of up to
500m, subject to performance limitations. Enhancements in
the G.fast recommendations [2], [6] are defining the support
of larger maximum transmit power (8 dBm instead of 4 dBm)
and therefore it can operate over longer loop lengths. The
International Telecommunications Union (ITU) is currently
working on the specification of a new recommendation called
multi-gigabit fast access to subscriber terminals (MGfast) [7],
which targets aggregate rates of up to 10Gbps using frequen-
cies of up to 424MHz or 848MHz [8]. MGfast is optimized
to operate over loop lengths of up to 100m, but it will operate
in loop lengths of up to 400m [7]. In this paper, we only focus
on G.fast technology.

The distribution point (DP) in FTTdp network architec-
tures is usually located on the street, building basements,
or cellar. The term DP is a universal term and it does not
specify a particular location in the DSL network. It is a
location where G.fast equipment can be installed and there
might be multiple DPs between the CO and the customer,
e.g., authors in [1] specify three locations of DP, namely first
DP, DP in Cabinet, and ‘‘last’’ DP. DSL network operators
select the DP location to deploy G.fast technology based
on required initial investment costs, the bit rates they are
aiming to offer to customers, and the customer coverage
with the G.fast technology. Different studies analyze the costs
aspects of fiber-copper architectures and the cost comparison
to FTTH networks, see, e.g. [3], [9], [10] and the references
therein.

In this paper we statistically analyze the performance of
G.fast in hybrid fiber-copper networks. The method we pro-
pose is general, but we use real Austrian network data for
the examples. In particular, we develop a model to estimate
the loop lengths for G.fast deployment based on the partially
available actual loop length data and the actual statistical data
of households per property (it can be an apartment building
or a house). Here, we consider a household as a potential
customer, which is able to subscribe to a DSL service. For
this purpose we define four geotypes of network classes,
namely urban, suburban, dense rural, and sparse rural. We use
the premises density and the type of premises as criteria for
defining the geotypes network classes. For each network class
we have collected data frommany locations in the field with a
substantial number of twisted-pair lines, which represents the
typical Austrian locations. The Austrian network is, in turn,
typical for western Europe. The geotypes definition of net-
work classes is heuristic, but a similar approach is also used
for wireless in [11] for the purpose of mobile channel model-
ing and network planning. Similarly, authors in [12] provide

an optimal statistical match between ray-tracing geometrical
modeling and heuristic models from [11]. Geotype network
approaches are also used for cost assessment in hybrid fiber-
copper networks with G.fast and the cost differences that
can be achieved in comparison to going directly to FTTH
networks as e.g., in [3], [9], [13]. Furthermore, authors in [14]
and [15] differentiate geographic regions according to the
cost factors of the study area, primarily driven by popula-
tion density. For instance, postcode sectors, the number and
density of cellular sites, as well as estimated area capacity
are used as metrics for defining the geotypes network classes
in [14]. A population decile approach, i.e., costs needed to
provide coverage up to each population decile, is presented
in [15] to categorize geotypes for the Indian network.

Based on our developed approaches to estimate the loop
lengths, cable type statistics of actual network, and cable
measurements, we statistically analyze the performance of
the G.fast technology for the four network classes by using
the nonparametric bootstrapping approach [16]. According
to the authors’ best knowledge, no research has been pub-
lished so far on the statistical G.fast performance analysis by
using the data of actual network and cable measurements.
Our main contributions are: a) Novel approaches to esti-
mate loop lengths for G.fast deployment for four network
classes. For the urban and suburban network classes it is
based on the partially available actual loop length data and
the actual number of households per property, whereas for
dense and sparse rural network classes it is based on the
partially available actual loop length data, air distance from
the last DP node to customers, and the actual number of
households per property; b) Extensive statistical loop length
analysis for all network classes by means of empirical cumu-
lative distribution functions (ECDFs); c) Analysis of cable
types for all network classes relevant for G.fast deployment;
and d) Statistical estimation of the G.fast performance on
a large number of loop lengths generated by nonparamet-
ric bootstrapping approach where also the expected bit rate
coverage is studied by means of empirical complementary
cumulative distribution functions (ECCDFs). For the benefit
of our fellow cable-measurement enthusiasts in Appendix A,
we share measurements of installation, underground, and
drop cables commonly found in the Austrian network.
These measurements are also used to evaluate the G.fast
performance.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II
we describe the strategy we have developed to model DSL
networks for the G.fast technology, where we also introduce
our developed approaches to estimate loop lengths for G.fast
deployment. In Section III we present the results of the sta-
tistical loop length analysis and the statistics of typical cable
types deployed in the actual DSL network. The statistical
estimation of the G.fast performance is shown in Section IV,
while conclusions of our work are drawn in Section V.
In addition to the scientific community, our intended audience
includes DSL network planners.
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II. DSL NETWORK MODELING FOR G.FAST
The topology of the DSL network has a tree structure, similar
to the topology of the telephone network, as illustrated in
Fig. 1. For this study, we assume that the DSL network
consists of the following network elements: central office
(CO), street cabinet (CAB), remote node (RN), distribution
point (DP), and customer premises equipment (CPE). Various
vectoring VDSL2 technologies are deployed from street cab-
inets. Aiming at increasing the usable frequency bandwidth
of twisted-pair cables and also the bit rates, G.fast systems
will be deployed from RN or DP, and often RN and DP are
the same entity. Customers are usually connected to a DP, but
sometimes they are also connected to the so-called SubDP.

FIGURE 1. Illustration of a DSL network topology where G.fast can be
deployed either from an RN or from a DP/SubDP. CO: Central office; CAB:
Street cabinet; RN: Remote node; DP: Distribution point; and CPE:
Customer premises equipment.

For network modeling, we define four geotypes of net-
work classes: urban, suburban, dense rural, and sparse rural.
We use the density and the type of premises as criteria for
defining the geotypes network classes, because the locations
of different nodes of DSL network topology illustrated in
Fig. 1 are mainly determining the G.fast performance. Fur-
thermore, RN and DP/SubDP are the only suitable places to
install G.fast nodes. Urban areas in Austria usually consist
of medium-sized apartment buildings and usually have a
medium number of households per property. Suburban areas
not only consist of mix of larger and medium-sized apartment
buildings, but also of town houses and single houses. Dense
and sparse rural areas usually consist of single houses, but
also there are cases with small sized apartment buildings.
The difference between dense and sparse rural areas contain
not only on the density of the proprieties, but also on the
size of apartment buildings. Authors in [3] define six geo-
type networks for cost assessment of fiber to the distribution
point networks with G.fast based on studies of networks in
various regions in Europe. The same authors in [9] define six
geotypes network classes for costs study of fixed broadband
access in rural areas. It is worth mentioning that for the
definition of geotypes the authors in [9] have employed the
parameters of Mason study in [13]. Mason study in [13] has
categorizedUK households into 13 geotypes for modeling the
deployment costs of next-generation broadband. This shows

that the definition of geotypes depends on the type of analysis
being performed.

For each network class, we have carefully selected typical
Austrian locations with a substantial number of lines to ana-
lyze as follows:
• Urban: 7 locations with 5138 lines,
• Suburban: 3 locations with 6754 lines,
• Dense rural: 13 locations with 6407 lines, and
• Sparse rural: 13 locations with 3045 lines.

For all network classes, the exact loop lengths and the type
of cables for connections from RNs to DPs or SubDPs are
usually known. Therefore, we use this data in our loop length
statistical analysis. There are usually a small number of Sub-
DPs in the DSL network and these are mainly encountered
in rural areas. The percentages of lines connected to SubDPs,
based on network data we have analyzed, are 0.13%, 0.18%,
3.87% and 5.22% in urban, suburban, dense rural, and sparse
rural network classes, respectively. Therefore, in our loop
length analysis we will not differentiate between DPs and
SubDPs. Thus, for lines connected to SubDPs, we will con-
sider the loop length from an RN to a DP to a SubDP as a
single length from an RN to a SubDP and will treat it as a
length from an RN to a DP.

Loop lengths from DP to CPEs are usually unknown or
the available data are not accurate. It is very challenging for
a DSL network operator to collect this data and to maintain
the precision in such a database, since sometimes customers
install their own cables in their apartments or houses. To over-
come this issue, we use a heuristic approach to estimate the
loop lengths from DPs to CPEs. We use the assumption that
the loop length increases linearly with the number of house-
holds per property (apartment buildings or houses), because
there is a correlation between the number of households per
property and the size of the property. For the urban and sub-
urban network classes the DPs are mainly located in building
basements and therefore the loop length, lu, is estimated,
depending on the number of households per property, N , as,

lu = auN + bu, [m] (1)

where au and bu are parameters which are heuristically
selected based on analyzes of typical Austrian building archi-
tectures. Our analysis shows that au = 0.55m and bu =
19m are good values for the Austrian network. For rural
areas, both dense and sparse, we also add the air distance to
estimate the loop lengths from DP to CPEs, since the DPs
are mainly located outside apartment buildings or houses.
The air distances from DP to CPEs can be exactly calcu-
lated based on the geolocation of DP and customer residen-
tial address by using geographic information data. In sparse
rural areas there are mainly houses, whereas in dense rural
areas also small apartment buildings can be encountered.
Therefore, we assume that the loop length increases lin-
early with air distance from DP to customer property as
well as with the number of households per property, N , and
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we estimate it as,

lr = crd + arN + br , [m] (2)

where ar and br are similar parameters as in (1) for rural
areas. Our analysis shows that ar = 0.55m and br = 10m
are good estimates for Austria. The product crd is the cable
length in meters from a DP to a customer property, where d
denotes the air distance in meter and cr is a scaling parameter.
We use a scaling parameter because the cables are laid along
the street and not along the air distance. By analyzing the
aerial view ofmany rural areas inAustria, it can be recognized
that the connections from DPs to customer properties usually
have a right-angled triangle shape, where the air distance, d ,
represents the hypotenuse and the streets the legs of a tri-
angle. For right-angled triangles, by using simple geometry,
it can be shown that the cable length is upper-bounded by
crd ≤

√
2d ,1 which holds true with equality for equal legs.

We do not always want to overestimate the cable lengths;
therefore, we assume cr = 1.3 to be a good value for the
Austrian network. On average, the number of households per
property for the rural network classes is much smaller than
the number of households per property for the urban and
suburban network classes.

III. STATISTICAL NETWORK ANALYSIS
To assess the performance of G.fast, we need the loop length
statistics and the typical cable types deployed in the actual
DSL network. We use loop length statistics based on the
approach developed in Section II and typical cables encoun-
tered in the network segments from RN to CPEs (see Fig. 1)
for all network classes.

FIGURE 2. Histogram of analyzed lines depending on the number of
households per property for the urban network class.

A. LOOP LENGTH STATISTICS
We analyze the loop length statistics for the four network
classes by using (1) and (2) as well as the respective model
parameters. Fig. 2 shows the histogram of the analyzed

1This equality holds true also for obtuse-angled triangles, but not for
acute-angled triangles.

lines for the urban network class depending on the num-
ber of households per property, N . In this figure we are
not showing all lines. In the analyzed data, there have also
been 4, 7, 1, and 2 lines from properties with 115, 195,
230, and 390 households, respectively. Although in the urban
areas we usually have apartment buildings, there are still
cases where the lines are from properties with one or two
households. This happens when the whole building is used
as office space by one or two business companies.

FIGURE 3. Empirical cumulative distribution function (ECDF) of lines
depending on the number of households per property N for the four
network classes.

In Fig. 3, we plot the empirical cumulative distribution
function (ECDF) of lines depending on the number of house-
holds per property N for the four network classes. ECDF data
shows a large difference in distribution for different network
classes. 90% of lines are from properties with less or equal
than 34, 28, 10 and 2 households for urban, suburban, dense
rural, and sparse rural network classes, respectively. There
are 6%, 36%, 78%, and 90% of lines from properties with
one or two households for urban, suburban, dense rural, and
sparse rural areas, respectively. Interesting are statistics for
urban and suburban cases in the upper part of the ECDF
curves. For urban network class, less than 0.6% of lines are
from properties with more than 60 households, whereas for
suburban network class this percentage increases to 5.4%.
Furthermore, in the case of suburban network class 287 lines
(4.25%) are from properties with more than 100 households
and in the case of urban network class as already mentioned
there are only 14 lines (0.27%).

To calculate loop lengths for the rural network classes
by using (2) we also need the air distance. Fig. 4 shows
the ECDF of the actual air distances from DP to CPEs for
dense and sparse rural network classes. The data shows that
90% of lines have air distances shorter than 98m and 119m
for dense and sparse rural network classes, respectively.
However, 0.82% and 1.64% of lines have air distances
longer than 500m for dense and sparse rural network classes,
respectively. Although not shown in the plots, there are a few
lines that have air distances longer than 1000m.

Fig. 5 shows the ECDF of the estimated loop lengths
from DP to CPEs for the four network classes calculated by
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FIGURE 4. ECDF of air distance from DP to CPEs for the rural network
classes.

FIGURE 5. ECDF of loop lengths from DP to CPEs for the four network
classes.

using (1) and (2). As expected, the loop lengths for urban
and suburban network classes are much shorter than for
rural network classes. Statistics show that 90% of lines have
lengths shorter than 37m, 33m, 138m and 164m for urban,
suburban, dense rural, and sparse rural network classes. 99%
of lines in urban network class have lengths shorter than 50m
and this percentage goes down to 94%, 45%, and 42% for
suburban, dense rural, and sparse rural, respectively.

FIGURE 6. ECDF of loop lengths from RN to DPs for the four network
classes.

Fig. 6 shows the ECDF of loop lengths from RN to DP
for the four network classes, which, as already explained,
are the exact loop lengths extracted from an actual database.
It is worth mentioning that for the urban case 62.75% of
lines are connected directly to an RN. This percentage goes
down to 5.6%, 0.8%, and 1.5% for suburban, dense rural,
and sparse rural case, respectively. ECDF curves show that
in the case of rural network classes for quite some percentage
of lines the lengths are longer than 500m, which are above
the practical maximum loop length for G.fast with 4 dBm
maximum transmit power.

FIGURE 7. ECDF of loop lengths from RN to CPEs for the four network
classes.

ECDF of the estimated loop lengths from RN to CPEs for
all network classes are shown in Fig. 7. Plots show that 90%
of the lines’ lengths are shorter than 82m, 253m, 1046m, and
925m for urban, suburban, dense rural, and sparse rural case,
respectively. With the 500m G.fast deployment rule, we are
able to cover at least 99.9%, 99.6%, 64.4%, and 70.1% of
customers from the RNs for the urban, suburban, dense rural,
and sparse rural network classes, respectively. To be able to
increase the network coverage with G.fast in the rural areas,
it should be deployed from the DP. By following this strategy,
for the analyzed data as shown in Fig. 5, we are able to cover
at least 98.7% and 97.2% of the customers in the dense rural
and sparse rural network classes, respectively.

B. CABLE TYPES STATISTICS
DSL network operators usually do not have in their database
the types of cables installed in the drop network part, i.e., from
DP or SubDP to CPEs, since as already mentioned often cus-
tomers install their own cables in their apartments or houses
or even in the complete drop network section. Therefore,
to analyze the G.fast performance in Section IV, we use
the typical types of shielded and unshielded drop cables
encountered in the twisted-pair lines of four network classes
as described in Section II.

Here we statistically analyze the number of cable segments
of all lines encountered in four network classes between RN
and DPs and between DP and SubDPs (see Fig. 1). Note
that each cable segment of each line consists of different
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TABLE 1. Number of cable segments between RN and DPs for the four
network classes.

cable types. As can be seen in Table 1, for the urban network
class between RN and DPs usually there is only one cable
segment, but in some few cases two cable segments. For
other network classes the majority of lines have one or two
cable segments, but there are also cases with three or even
four cable segments. Statistics in Table 1 include only lines
that have cable segments between RN and DPs, i.e., we have
excluded all lines that are directly connected to RN (see
Fig. 6 and its companion text). We jointly analyzed all lines
of all network classes to calculate the percentage values of
all classes. Between DP and SubDPs, as shown in Table 2,
for the urban network class there is only one cable segment.
For the other network classes usually there are one, two or
sometimes three cable segments. Statistics in Table 2 include
only lines that have cable segments between DP and SubDPs.

TABLE 2. Number of cable segments between DP and SubDPs.

In our analyzed locations, we have encountered different
cables as follows: underground cables with 0.4mm, 0.6mm,
and 0.8mm wire diameters; aerial cables with 0.6mm and
0.8mm wire diameters; and installation cables with 0.5mm
wire diameters. We can carry out various cable statistical
analysis, but for our study we think the best approach is
to analyze the total lengths of all loops by cable types.
The total loop lengths from RN to DPs (including SubDPs)
are 82.0 km, 706.7 km, 2881.8 km and 1347.7 km for the
urban, suburban, dense rural and sparse rural network classes,
respectively. The length for the urban network class is smaller
compared to the other network classes due to the fact that in
62.75% of the cases, the lines are directly connected to an RN
(see Fig. 6).

Table 3 summarizes the total loop lengths statistics
between RN and DPs by cable types. Data shows that
the types of used cables depend strongly on the network
class. In the urban network class the customers are mainly

TABLE 3. Loop lengths statistics by cable types.

connected by installation cables, whereas in the suburban
class there is a share between installation cables and under-
ground cables. In the rural network classes usually under-
ground cables have been used. Also the wire thickness of
underground cables depends strongly on network class as
can be seen from data in Table 4. In the urban network the
underground cables with 0.4mm wires are dominant and in
all other network classes the underground cables with 0.6mm
wires are dominant.

TABLE 4. Wire thickness statistics of underground cables for different
network classes.

IV. STATISTICAL ESTIMATION OF THE PERFORMANCE
In previous sections we developed a strategy for network
modeling and statistically analyzed the network. This section
presents a statistical estimation of the expected G.fast perfor-
mance. In particular, we statistically estimate the G.fast bit
rates from RN to CPEs for the urban and suburban network
classes and from DP to CPEs for the dense and sparse rural
network classes. By using this approach, following analyses
in Section III-A, we are able to offer G.fast to 99.9%, 99.6%,
98.7% and 97.2% of the customers in the urban, suburban,
dense rural, and sparse rural areas, respectively. The remain-
ing small percentages of customers are either operated as
VDSL2 17MHz profile or as ADSL2p.

G.fast technology will be gradually deployed in the net-
work and therefore it should ensure the coexistence with
legacy DSL technologies. G.fast technology is designed to
operate above 2.2MHz (i.e., above ADSL2p) [6], which
means that by design it ensures coexistence with ADSL2p
systems. To ensure the coexistence with VDSL2 17MHz
profile G.fast start frequency of approximately 23MHz may
provide sufficient spectral separation [17]. Without loss of
generality, we assume that there are no VDSL2 systems
deployed in the same cable-bundle as G.fast. For a detailed
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analysis of how G.fast influences the VDSL2 17MHz profile
and vice versa, the interested reader is referred to [17] and the
references therein.

Impulse noise is one of the major impairments in the DSL
copper access network. In G.fast technology are implemented
two techniques to provide protection against impulse noise,
namely the forward error correction coding with interleav-
ing and physical layer retransmission as specified in [18].
To estimate the performance of G.fast systems we assume
that implemented techniques are efficiently combating the
impulse noise.

A. OUR SIMULATION APPROACH
All our analysis are based on a single-user performance to
avoid dealing with G.fast vectoring implementation specific
details. Analysis in [19] shows that for G.fast profile 106a
and 10 users, the single-user performance equals the perfor-
mance of linear zero-forcing (ZF), minimum mean-square
error (MMSE), zero-forcing generalized decision feedback
equalizer (ZF-GDFE) vectoring schemes.

In all our simulations, we use the channel data of mea-
sured cables rather than using cable channel models. For this
purpose we have measured the typical installation, under-
ground, and drop cables used in Austrian access copper
network. In particular we have measured: a) 10-pair and 20-
pair installation cables with 0.5mm wires of the type FI-
02YHAY; b) underground cables of the type F-02YHJA2Y:
one 48-pair cable with 0.4mm wires and one 10-pair cable
with 0.6mm wires; and c) one 2-pair shielded drop cable
with 0.5mm wires of the type FXV2YADVY and one 2-pair
unshielded drop cable with 0.5mm wires of the type DF-YY.
In our simulation we use the insertion loss of 600 pairs of
installation cable, 24 pairs of underground cable with 0.4mm
wires, 30 pairs of underground cable with 0.6mm wires, 8
pairs of shielded drop cable, and 8 pairs of unshielded drop
cable. Aiming at analyzing the influence of cable type on the
performance we have also measured a good quality 25-pair
installation cable with 0.5mmwires of the type G51. For such
analysis we use the insertion loss of the G51 installation cable
instead of the FI-02YHAY installation cables. For the sake of
completeness, in Appendix A we shortly analyze the charac-
teristics of all used cables and plot their insertion losses. This
is especially relevant for the follow cable enthusiasts.

For the urban and suburban network classes, we use types
and percentage of cables according to the data in Table 3 and
Table 4. However, we replace the small percentage of the
areal cables in the suburban network class with the installa-
tion cable and the small percentage of underground cable with
0.8mmwires in the urban and suburban network classes with
underground cable with 0.6mm wires. In all network classes,
for the connections from DP to CPEs, we use the shielded
and unshielded drop cables with equal probability, i.e., 50%
of the cases shielded and 50% of the cases unshielded lines.

The ECDF plots of loop length distribution in Fig. 5 to
Fig. 7 cast doubts on the normality of the loop length
distribution. For this reason, we do not wish to invoke a

normality assumption for the loop length distribution for the
assessment of the G.fast performance from empirical data
presented in Section III. Therefore, to generate loop lengths
we apply the nonparametric bootstrapping approach [16],
which uses random resampling with replacement. For our
analysis, we generate 1000 bootstrap samples for the urban
and suburban network classes and 100 bootstrap samples for
the rural network classes. This means that for each G.fast
test configuration, we simulate the performance of 5 135 000,
6 731 000, 632 400 and 296 200 loops for urban, suburban,
dense rural, and sparse rural network classes, respectively.
Note that we have not analyzed loops with lengths longer than
500m. We generate more bootstrap samples for the urban
and suburban network classes, because for these network
classes we concatenatemultiple cable segments with different
types of cables. In the case of rural network classes, for each
loop we only have one cable segment with either shielded or
unshielded drop cable.

Between RN and CPEs in the urban and suburban networks
we have encountered loops that have up to eight different
cable segments. Therefore, to calculate the channel transfer
function of these loops we use the classical two-port network
model described by the ABCD matrices.2 The ABCD matri-
ces of each cable segment are calculated by using propagation
constant and characteristic impedance, which are estimated
from the measured S-parameters. The overall ABCD matrix
of the loop is calculated as the product of the individual
matrices of each cable segment. By using the ABCD matrix,
the load and source impedances, we can easily calculate the
insertion loss of each loop. The use of insertion loss for
characterizing the channel transfer function of the loop is a
common practice adopted by telecommunications engineers,
see [20] and the references therein. For the rural network,
as we only have a single cable segment, we can directly
calculate the insertion loss from the measured S-parameters
e.g., as described in [21].

We analyze the performance for G.fast-profiles 106a
(i.e., 106MHz) and 212a (i.e., 212MHz) with start frequency
at 2.2MHz for both profiles. We use a flat background noise
of −135 dBm/Hz over all simulated frequencies, transmit
power spectral density (PSD) mask specifications according
to [6], 4 dBm maximum transmit power, a maximum bit-
loading of 14 bits per tone, and a downstream/upstream asym-
metry ration of 4:1. We use a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) gap
of 10.75 dB, which is calculated based on the assumption
that we operate G.fast with a noise margin of 6 dB. Having
defined these parameters and knowing the insertion loss,
it is straightforward to calculate the achievable bit rate, see
e.g., [21].

In all our simulations, we assume that the insertion
loss of the loop increases linearly with the loop length.
The assumption has limitations when it comes to ‘very
short’ loop lengths, since as observed in [22] it results in

2ABCD matrices are complex functions of frequency, which are used to
characterize the transmission properties of the DSL channel.
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over-estimation of insertion loss due to couplings into phan-
tom modes. However, this will not influence our analysis and
conclusions, since on short loops we are operating at a high
SNR regime and due to the maximum bit-loading constraint
in most of the cases wewill not utilize themaximum available
SNR budget. For example in [20], the authors also assume a
linear increase of insertion loss with the loop length.

B. FAST PERFORMANCE
Without loss of generality, we restrict our analysis to down-
stream bit rates only, because by using our defined simu-
lation settings the upstream bit rates are always one-fourth
of downstream bit rates due to the selected asymmetry ratio
and using the single-user performance analysis. In all our
simulations for the urban and suburban network classes, if not
otherwise specified we use the installation cables of the type
FI-02YHAY.

FIGURE 8. G.fast downstream bit rate frequency density for the urban
network class: Profile 106a (upper plot) and Profile 212a (lower plot).

Fig. 8 shows the G.fast downstream bit rate frequency
densitywith a bin size of 40Mbps for the urban network class.
We have performed the simulation with 106a and 212a pro-
files, loop lengths from DP to CPEs with statistics according
to ECDF shown in Fig. 5, and loop lengths from RN to DPs
with statistics according to ECDF shown in Fig. 6. The data
in Fig. 8 show that more than 68% of the customers get bit
rates above 880Mbps for the 106a profile (adding the values
of the last three bars) and above 1390Mbps for 212a profile
(adding the values of the last elven bars).

DSL network operators are mainly interested in statis-
tically estimating the percentage of customers that can be
servedwith a particular bit rate,R, that is above a given bit rate
threshold, T , which is also known as a ‘‘bit rate coverage.’’

FIGURE 9. Bit rate coverage analysis by means of empirical
complementary cumulative distribution function (ECCDF) for the urban
network class.

We are estimating the bit rate coverage by using the empirical
complementary cumulative distribution function (ECCDF),
which for the urban network is shown in Fig. 9. From the
plots we can read that with both profiles we are able to offer
bit rates greater than or equal to 500Mbps to more than 98%
of customers, whereas we are able to offer bit rates greater
than or equal to 800Mbps to more than 85% of customers
with 106a profile and to more than 94% of customers with
212a profile. Higher bit rates than 1000Mbps can only be
offeredwith 212a profile and here we are able to offer bit rates
greater than or equal to 1000Mbps and 1500Mbps to more
than 89% and 57% of customers, respectively. The visible
gain of using the 212a profile in the case of urban network
class starts when offering bit rates higher than 600Mbps. This
is due to the fact that for long loop lengths, i.e., lower bit rates,
the insertion loss is high and G.fast with 212a profile configu-
ration is anyway not able to utilize the channel in frequencies
above 106MHz.

FIGURE 10. Bit rate coverage analysis for the four network classes by
means of ECCDF.

Fig. 10 summarizes the bit rate coverage analysis. Plots
show that in the bit rate region above 250Mbps the highest
bit rate coverage is achieved in urban and the lowest in
suburban network class. Furthermore, the plots also show that
the largest gain of using 212a profile is achieved in urban and
the lowest in suburban case. The bit rate coverage and the
gain of using 212a profile in rural network classes are higher
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than in suburban network class, because the G.fast systems
in the rural network classes are deployed from DPs and in
the suburban network class from RNs, see Fig. 7 and Fig. 5,
respectively. There is a slight difference in bit rate coverage
between dense rural and sparse rural network classes. The
highest difference is at 420Mbps, where for dense rural case
there is a 3.2% higher bit rate coverage. Furthermore, the
plots in Fig. 10 show that the largest gain of using 212MHz
profile is achieved in urban and the lowest in suburban case.

FIGURE 11. Gain in bit rate coverage for the urban network class by
replacing the installation cable FI-02YHAY with the installation cable G51.

In Fig. 11we see the bit rate coverage for the urban network
class when the segments of installation cable of the type
FI-02YHAY in each loop is replaced with a better quality
installation cable of the type G51 and all other cable type
segments are kept the same. For a comparison of the inser-
tion loss of both types of cables see the plots in Fig. 13 in
Appendix A and the discussion therein after. For profile 106a,
the largest gain is in the bit rate region from 750Mbps to
850Mbps where the gain is in the range from 3.8% to 5.6%.
For profile 212a, the largest gain is in the bit rate region from
1000Mbps to 1460Mbps where the gain is in the range from
5.2% to 8.1%. It is worth mentioning that this gain is achieved
on only 36.14%of loops that have these installation cable seg-
ments, because as already mentioned in Section III-A for the
urban case 62.75% of the customers are directly connected to
RNs, i.e., they have only drop cable segments, and some loops
have only underground cable segments. When analyzing only
the loops that have installation cable segments, the gain in bit
rate coverage in the same bit rate regions as above is of up to
30% and 61% for 106a and 212a profiles, respectively. This
illustrates how important it is for the G.fast network operators
to include the typical cables encountered in their own network
in their analyzes and not to use cable models or available
cable measurements of other network operators.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we modeled the DSL network for the G.fast
technology, where we defined four geotypes of network
classes: urban, suburban, dense rural, and sparse rural. For
each network class, we have collected the relevant data
needed for network modeling with a substantial number of
twisted-pair lines in carefully selected locations in Austria.

Results of the statistical network analysis show that by
deploying G.fast from the remote nodes, we are able to cover
at least 99.9%, 99.6%, 64.4%, and 70.1% of customers for
the urban, suburban, dense rural, and sparse rural network
classes, respectively. To improve the network coverage in
the rural areas we instead recommend deploying G.fast from
the distribution points (DPs). By following such a deploy-
ment rule, we increase the customer coverage to 98.7% and
97.2% in the dense rural and sparse rural network classes,
respectively.

We statistically assessed the G.fast performance for the
four network classes through simulations for the 106a and
212a G.fast-profiles on large number of loop lengths gen-
erated by a nonparametric bootstrapping approach and by
using measurement data from typical Austrian cables. Anal-
ysis by means of the empirical complementary cumulative
distribution function (ECCDF) shows that the best bit rates
are achieved in urban areas and the lowest in the suburban
network class, when deployment of G.fast systems in the
rural classes is done from DPs. Furthermore, the results show
a significant influence of cable types, which indicates how
important it is for G.fast network operators to include their
typical cables in any analyzes.

APPENDIX A
CABLES USED FOR PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Here we show measurements and summarize the character-
istics of typical installation, underground and drop cables,
which are used in the part of the Austrian DSL network rele-
vant for G.fast deployment. We used these cables to simulate
the performance of G.fast systems in Section IV-B. A large
variability of insertion losses may be encountered at high
frequencies depending on the cable type [23]. Measurements
of twisted-pair cables indicate an increase of the spread of
insertion losses with frequency, with little variation observ-
able below 30MHz as used by legacy DSL technologies
[23]–[26]. In frequencies above 30MHz in [27] the insertion
loss variability is attributed to the power loss caused by
crosstalk. Authors in [28] attribute the randomness of trans-
mission above 30MHz to the inhomogeneous construction of
the twisted-pair cable. Hence, the statistical information on
the insertion loss over different loops and at high frequencies
is required to estimate the performance of G.fast systems.

For this purpose we have measured and analyzed in
detail the transmission characteristics of foil installation quad
cables with 0.5mm wires of the type FI-02YHAY. We have
measured the insertion loss of 10-pair and 20-pair cables
of length 50m, 100m, and 150m. In particular, we have
measured 30 segments of 10-pair cable (15 of length 50m,
10 of length 100m, and 5 of length 150m) and 15 segments of
20-pair cable (5 instances for each length). Fig. 12 shows the
insertion loss of 10-pair (150 loops) and 20-pair (100 loops)
installation cables of the type FI-02YHAY for all cables of
50m lengths. The insertion loss values show that there is
not only a large difference among the twisted-pairs which
have identical lengths, but also among the cables. Fig. 13
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shows the normalized values of insertion losses in dB/m
for all 600 twisted-pairs of installation cables of the type
FI-02YHAY that we use to evaluate the performance of G.fast
technology in urban and suburban network classes.

FIGURE 12. Insertion loss of 10-pair and 20-pair installation cables with
0.5 mm wires of the type FI-02YHAY of 50 m lengths.

FIGURE 13. Normalized insertion loss per meter of 10-pair and 20-pair
installation cables with 0.5 mm wires of the type FI-02YHAY and 25-pair
installation cable with 0.5 mm wires of the type G51.

For the purpose of comparison we have also measured
a 25-pair installation cable with 0.5mm wires of the type
G51 (G51 25 × 2x0.5 Pengg Kabel) of 100m length. The
G51 cable has individually twisted pairs and as it can be
seen in Fig. 13 on average it has significantly lower insertion
loss values (i.e., it is better) than FI-02YHAY installation
cables over the whole frequency range. Furthermore, the G51
cable shows a narrower spread of insertion losses among the
twisted-pairs and due to this we quantify it as a better quality
cable than FI-02YHAY cables.

In all network classes fromRN toDPs respectively SubDPs
(see Fig. 1) underground cables are used (see Table 3). There-
fore, we have alsomeasured 24 pairs of a 48-pair underground
cable with 0.4mm wires of the type F-02YHJA2Y of 220m
length and three segments of a 10-pair underground cable
with 0.6mm wires of the type F-02YHJA2 all of length
200m. Fig. 14 shows the normalized values of insertion loss
in dB/m of measured underground cables, which we use
to estimate the G.fast performance in urban and suburban

FIGURE 14. Normalized insertion loss per meter of underground
cable with 0.4 mm and 0.6 mm wires of type F-02YHJA2Y, shielded
drop cable with 0.5 mm wires of the type FXV2YADVY, and unshielded
drop cables with 0.5 mm wires of the type DF-YY.

network classes. As expected the underground cable with
0.6mm wires on average is better compared to the cable with
0.4mm wires. It has lower insertion loss in frequencies up
to approximately 150MHz and similar values in frequencies
above.

In the final DSL network section, i.e., from DP to
CPEs (see Fig. 1), the drop cables are used. Therefore,
we have measured one 2-pair shielded drop cable of the type
FXV2YADVY with 0.5mm wires and one 2-pair unshielded
drop cable of the type DF-YY with 0.5mm wires. In par-
ticular, we have measured 8 pairs for each type of cables
with different lengths, which in fact for each cable type
are 8 selected loops from the G.fast testbed in [17]. The
normalized values of insertion loss in dB/m for both types
of cables are included in Fig. 14. The plots show that the slop
of insertion loss in both types of cables is different. In low
frequencies up to circa 20MHz the unshielded drop cable has
lower insertion loss and in higher frequencies it has higher
insertion loss compared to the shielded drop cable.
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